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An ace TIME THEORY practitioner based

on Vedic Astrology; SHUBHA JAVARIA

have been into the art of forecasting the

time trends from last 17 years for corporates

& financial markets. She is well known for

her accurate predictions in financial markets

and giving an in-depth insights to

corporates which empowers them to plan

their future strategies.



NIFTY LEVELS SET TO MAKE A HALT IN NOVEMBER
MARKET WILL CONSOLIDATE

Our Monthly outlook for October 2019, clearly predicted that the market will go through two different

phases in October. In the first phase, we forecasted rangebound trading, and exactly as predicted

the levels went from the range of 11550 to a critical support range of 11112 and touched the support

zone.

For the second phase, we predicted that the market will most probably witness an uptrend and

rightly so, from October 17th the market witnessed an uptrend, where it crossed 11550 on the first

day of the second phase, once again proving beyond doubt that our predictions for Market trends

offer the highest level of accuracy and precision.
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In the first week, around November 5 -8, Nifty will create top for the rally that commenced in the

last two weeks of October.

From the 8th of November onwards, markets will enter into a consolidation phase. This month will

witness the market consolidate and rest.

There will be a unique pattern for the trading days where Nifty will rise as at the end of the day

market participants will be interested in profit bookings. This inturn will keep it range bound and in

a consolidation phase till the end of this month.

There will most likely not be very substantial movement in Nifty, but certain sectors will outperform.

Although their participation will not impact the range of Nifty after 8 November.

.
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We are extremely positive about the Auto Sector, strong stocks will outperform in the month of

November which are heavily beaten after the second week.

IT sector will also perform well as the currency may further deplete due to the increase in the price

levels of Crude, which may once again exert pressure on the health of the Indian economy.

Good stocks from Nifty Reality will outperform in this month.

The Insurance sector will create the top in this month, as this was the leader and outperformed the

market in the previous year.
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In our Sectorial Analysis Yearly Report released for 2018- 2019, we have clearly predicted that the

Insurance sector will outperform in 2019 and will be among the star performer this year.

The Bull run for the Insurance sector will take a pause and stay in consolidation here whilst new

industry sectors and new leaders will emerge and take the ride ahead.

In January 2020, we will be releasing our Yearly Sectorial Analysis Report which will put the spotlight

on the upcoming star sectors for the year 2020.
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Expert Recommendations

We advise our subscribers to book partial profits and wait for the next market trend to emerge. As

the astrocytes will create a new cycle, we will intimate accordingly through our future reports.

Although there is no indication of a major correction as per the astrocycle, longterm investors can

maintain their positions.
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